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The Caped Crusade Batman And The Rise Of Nerd
Culture
Batman Unauthorized explores Batman's motivations and actions, as well as those of
his foes. Batman is a creature of the night, more about vengeance than justice, more
plagued by doubts than full of self-assurance, and more darkness than light. He has no
superpowers, just skill, drive and a really well-made suit. One of the most recognized
superheroes ever created, Batman has survived through campy TV shows and films,
through actors such as Adam West, Michael Keaton and Christian Bale. Batman
Unauthorized: Vigilantes, Jokers, and Heroes in Gotham City covers expansive territory
ranging from the silly to the solemn. Why is the Joker so good at pushing Batman's
buttons? What does Batman's technology say about the times? Why are Batman's
villains crazier than average? And why is Batman the perfect, iconic American hero?
The classic boxed set captures the golden age of the Caped Crusader with an
exclusive, fully articulated action figure of the early Batman; the first-ever facsimile
reprint of the first Batman comic book; and a lavishly illustrated, full-color hardcover
book detailing Batman's early years. Color images.
Confessions of a Caped Crusader (CCC) takes the superhero genre and reimagines it
for the social media age. Filled with sex, violence, and droll sarcasm, CCC is an
unflinching look at the man behind the mask. Confessions is the unfiltered journal of the
flawed hero that has inspired some of today's greatest pop culture icons.(Synopsis)In
the aftermath of a massive prison break, the caped hero must battle a rogues' gallery of
his most dangerous foes. Complicating matters, he has been poisoned by an unseen
enemy and only has days to find the antidote. A series of events has been set in motion
that will force the masked avenger to confront his inner demons and come to terms with
his own mortality.
Get ready for the ultimate showdown--Batman vs. Superman: Dawn of Justice hits
theaters March 25, 2016! From Superman's Fortress of Solitude, to Batman's gadgets,
this full-color flip book contains everything fans need to know about the stars for the
latest DC Comics film: Batman vs. Superman. Readers will begin by discovering the
world of Batman, then flip the book over to learn more about his friend and rival
Superman. Who will win the final showdown? Find out when the movie hits theatres on
March 25, 2016!
A celebration of Superman's life and history—in time for his 75th birthday How has the
Big Blue Boy Scout stayed so popular for so long? How has he changed with the times,
and what essential aspects of him have remained constant? This fascinating biography
examines Superman as a cultural phenomenon through 75 years of action-packed
adventures, from his early years as a social activist in circus tights to his growth into the
internationally renowned demigod he is today. Chronicles the ever-evolving Man of
Steel and his world—not just the men and women behind the comics, movies and
shows, but his continually shifting origin story, burgeoning powers, and the colorful cast
of trusted friends and deadly villains that surround him Places every iteration of the Man
of Steel into the character's greater, decades-long story: From Bud Collyer to Henry
Cavill, World War II propagandist to peanut butter pitchman, Super Pup to Super
Friends, comic strip to Broadway musical, Lori Lemaris to Lois & Clark—it's all here
Affectionate, in-depth analyses of the hero's most beloved adventures, in and out of the
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comics—his most iconic Golden Age tales, goofiest Silver Age exploits, and the
contemporary film, television, and comics stories that keep him alive today Written by
NPR book critic, blogger, and resident comic book expert, Glen Weldon
The Caped Crusade is a fascinating, critically acclaimed chronicle of the rises and falls
of one of the world's most iconic superheroes and the fans who love him--now with a
new afterword. For nearly a century, Batman has cycled through eras of dark
melodrama and light comedy and back again. How we perceive his character, whether
he's delivering dire threats in a raspy Christian Bale growl or trading blithely homoerotic
double entendres with Robin the Boy Wonder, speaks to who we are and how we wish
to be seen by the world. It's this endless adaptability that has made him so lasting, and
ultimately human. But it's also Batman's fundamental nerdiness that uniquely resonates
with his fans and makes them fiercely protective of him. As Weldon charts the evolution
of Gotham's Guardian from Bob Kane and Bill Finger's hyphenated hero to Christopher
Nolan's post-9/11 Dark Knight, he reveals how this symbol of justice has made us who
we are today and why his legacy remains so strong. Well-researched, insightful, and
engaging, The Caped Crusade, with a new afterword by the author, has something for
everyone.
Come step into the dark corners of Gotham City streets and alleyways and discover the
ultimate Caped Crusader - Batman, The Dark Knight! Learn all about Batman's crimefighting friends and fierce foes, from The Riddler to Robin, and from The Penguin to
Poison Ivy, as you copy 20 simple sketches of these world-class heroes and villainous
criminals. Use the handy wooden stylus to scratch away the black coating on the
pages, and see Gotham City's characters come to life in swirl patterns and glitter colors
that appear in your artwork like magic! Ages 6 and up. Shrink-wrapped with a wooden
stylus for drawing on black-coated paper to reveal magnificent colors beneath. 64
pages. Wire-O bound hardcover. Includes: 20 scratch-off, 20 illustrated, 20 sketch
pages.
The Caped CrusadeBatman and the Rise of Nerd CultureSimon and Schuster

A wildly original and hilarious debut novel about the typical high school
experience: the homework, the awkwardness, and the mutant creatures from
another galaxy. When Darren Bennett meets Eric Lederer, there's an instant
connection. They share a love of drawing, the bottom rung on the cruel high
school social ladder and a pathological fear of girls. Then Eric reveals a secret:
He doesn’t sleep. Ever. When word leaks out about Eric's condition, he and
Darren find themselves on the run. Is it the government trying to tap into Eric’s
mind, or something far darker? It could be that not sleeping is only part of what
Eric's capable of, and the truth is both better and worse than they could ever
imagine.
What do God and the Caped Crusader have in common? While Batman is a
secular superhero patrolling the fictional streets of Gotham City, the Caped
Crusader is one whose story creates multiple opportunities for believers to talk
about the redemptive spiritual truths of Christianity. While the book touches on
Batman’s many incarnations over the last 70 years in print, on television, and at
the local Cineplex for the enjoyment of Batman fans everywhere, it primarily
focuses on Christopher Nolan’s two wildly popular and critically acclaimed
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movies—movies that not only introduced a new generation to a darker Batman,
but are also loaded with spiritual meaning and redemptive metaphors.
Step back into the Gotham of Tim Burton’s seminal classic Batman movies!
Batman ’89 brings in screenwriter Sam Hamm (Batman, Batman Returns) and
artist Joe Quinones (Dial H for Hero) to pull on a number of threads left dangling
by the prolific director. Gotham becomes torn in two as citizens dressed as
Batman and The Joker duke it out in the streets. As D.A. Harvey Dent tries to
keep the city together, he targets the one problem tearing it apart: BATMAN! And
he’ll get Bruce Wayne’s help in taking down the Dark Knight!
A new collection featuring the legendary 1990s Batman epics "The Return of
Scarface" and more! This new collection of 1990s Batman tales includes the
legendary story "The Return of Scarface," one of DC's most vindictive villains
made famous from the Batman: The Animated Series. This volume also includes
the first appearance of the Gotham Gargoyle, and a run of stories in which the
Dark Knight must stop crime boss Zucco. An all-star cast of talent, led by Jim
Aparo (The Brave and the Bold), Alan Grant, and Doug Moench, presents
Batman: The Caped Crusader Vol. 6, collecting Batman #475-483 and Detective
Comics #642.
Enjoy this great comic from DC’s digital archive!
Over the sixty years of his existence, Batman has encountered an impressive
array of cultural icons and has gradually become one himself. This fascinating
book examines what Batman means and has meant to the various audiences,
groups and communities who have tried to control and interpret him over the
decades. Brooker reveals the struggles over Batman's meaning by shining a light
on the cultural issues of the day that impacted on the development of the
character. They include: patriotic propaganda of the Second World War; the
accusation that Batman was corrupting the youth of America by appearing to
promote a homosexual lifestyle to the fans of his comics; Batman becoming a
camp, pop culture icon through the ABC TV series of the sixties; fans'
interpretation of Batman in response to the comics and the Warner Bros.
franchise of films.
Superman, Batman, Spider-Man, Iron Man, Wonder Woman, the Avengers, the XMen, Watchmen, and more: the companion volume to the PBS documentary
series of the same name that tells the story of the superhero in American popular
culture. Together again for the first time, here come the greatest comic book
superheroes ever assembled between two covers: down from the
heavens—Superman and the Mighty Thor—or swinging over rooftops—the Batman
and Spider-Man; star-spangled, like Captain America and Wonder Woman, or
clad in darkness, like the Shadow and Spawn; facing down super-villains on their
own, like the Flash and the Punisher or gathered together in a team of
champions, like the Avengers and the X-Men! Based on the three-part PBS
documentary series Superheroes, this companion volume chronicles the neverending battle of the comic book industry, its greatest creators, and its greatest
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creations. Covering the effect of superheroes on American culture—in print, on
film and television, and in digital media—and the effect of American culture on its
superheroes, Superheroes: Capes, Cowls, and the Creation of Comic Book
Culture appeals to readers of all ages, from the casual observer of the
phenomenon to the most exacting fan of the genre. Drawing from more than 50
new interviews conducted expressly for Superheroes!—creators from Stan Lee to
Grant Morrison, commentators from Michael Chabon to Jules Feiffer, actors from
Adam West to Lynda Carter, and filmmakers such as Zach Snyder—this is an upto-the-minute narrative history of the superhero, from the comic strip adventurers
of the Great Depression, up to the blockbuster CGI movie superstars of the 21st
Century. Featuring more than 500 full-color comic book panels, covers, sketches,
photographs of both essential and rare artwork, Superheroes is the definitive
story of this powerful presence in pop culture.
Some of Batman’s most memorable early 1990s adventures are back in this new
collection! With the Ghost Dragon gang committing daring warehouse robberies,
Batman and Robin chase the gang’s lieutenant Lynx, through the streets. When
Robin discovers that an old nemesis-the Ghosts’ dead leader, King Snake-might
be alive and out for his head, the stakes only get higher. Plus, Batman travels to
Rio de Janeiro to track a serial killer known as the Queen of Hearts and battles
through a bizarre dimension known as the Idiot Zone! Collects Batman #466-473
and Detective Comics #639-640.
Whatever happened to Batman's greatest ally and his most dangerous foe? Find out
here as The Man of Steel and the Joker both make explosive returns to the life of The
Dark Knight. And you won't believe the vicious final confrontation between the Clown
Prince of Crime and the Caped Crusader!
Celebrating Batman and Joker's seventy-five years as cultural icons, this Joker
Anthology collects stories from the characters seven decades as the greatest villain in
comics. Featuring stories from BATMAN #1, 5, 25, 32, 85, 163, 251, 427, BATMAN #15
(THE NEW 52), DETECTIVE COMICS #64, 168, 180, 475, 476, 726, 741, 826,
DETECTIVE COMICS #1 (THE NEW 52), WORLD'S FINEST COMICS #61,
SUPERMAN #9 and BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #66.
Light the Bat-Signal, because Detective Comics #1027 is here! In honor of Batman’s
first appearance in Detective Comics #27, this special, book-size celebration brings you
the biggest names in comics as they chronicle the most epic Batman adventures
Gotham City and the DC Universe have ever seen! The World’s Greatest Detective
has a mountain of cases to crack: Who murdered Gotham’s most corrupt police
officer? What does The Joker’s annual visit mean for Bruce Wayne? And most
importantly, what WayneTech mystery will sow the seeds of the next epic Batman
event? All this and more await you within the pages of the biggest Batman issue of
them all!
A witty, intelligent cultural history from NPR book critic Glen Weldon explains Batman’s
rises and falls throughout the ages—and what his story tells us about ourselves. Since
his creation, Batman has been many things: a two-fisted detective; a planet-hopping
gadabout; a campy Pop-art sensation; a pointy-eared master spy; and a grim and gritty
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ninja of the urban night. For more than three quarters of a century, he has cycled from a
figure of darkness to one of lightness and back again; he’s a bat-shaped Rorschach
inkblot who takes on the various meanings our changing culture projects onto him. How
we perceive Batman’s character, whether he’s delivering dire threats in a raspy
Christian Bale growl or trading blithely homoerotic double-entendres with partner Robin
on the comics page, speaks to who we are and how we wish to be seen by the world.
It’s this endlessly mutable quality that has made him so enduring. And it’s Batman’s
fundamental nerdiness—his gadgets, his obsession, his oath, even his lack of
superpowers—that uniquely resonates with his fans who feel a fiercely protective love for
the character. Today, fueled by the internet, that breed of passion for elements of
popular culture is everywhere. Which is what makes Batman the perfect lens through
which to understand geek culture, its current popularity, and social significance. In The
Caped Crusade, with humor and insight, Glen Weldon, book critic for NPR and author
of Superman: The Unauthorized Biography, lays out Batman’s seventy-eight-year
cultural history and shows how he has helped make us who we are today and why his
legacy remains so strong.
A fun foray of escapism grounded in sound science, Becoming Batman provides the
background for attaining the realizable—though extreme—level of human performance
that would allow you to be a superhero.
This new collection of 1990s Batman stories takes the Dark Knight behind the Iron
Curtain to battle the mysterious Demon. Then, the Penguin exploits a disfigured genius
for his latest evil scheme, but Batman helps turn his tech skills to the side of good. And
The Joker goes on a new killing spree-but is it really the Clown Prince of Crime, or is
this a case of a copycat killer? Plus, the Riddler returns in the three-part story “Dark
Knight, Dark City.” Collects Batman #445-454, Detective Comics #615 and Batman
Annual #14.
This new collection of 1990s Batman stories includes the earliest days of Tim Drake as
Robin, with Tim risking it all when Batman and Vicki Vale are captured by the
Scarecrow. As Batman decides whether he is ready to fight crime with a partner by his
side once again, Commissioner Gordon rekindles an old flame. Then, Batman heads
west, as the murder of an old friend leads him to San Francisco. Collects Batman
#455-465 and Batman Annual #15.
"Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger; Preston Payne created by Len Wein."
NATIONAL BESTSELLER What Masked Vigilantes, Miraculous Mutants, and a Sun God from
Smallville Can Teach Us About Being Human Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Iron Man,
and the X-Men—the list of names as familiar as our own. They are on our movie and television
screens, in our videogames and in our dreams. But what are they trying to tell us? For Grant
Morrison, one of the most acclaimed writers in the world of comics, these heroes are powerful
archetypes who reflect and predict the course of human existence: Through them we tell the
story of ourselves. In this exhilarating work of a lifetime, Morrison draws on art, archetypes,
and his own astonishing journeys through this shadow universe to provide the first true history
of our great modern myth: the superhero. Now with a new Afterword
Bruce Wayne is out of commission, but Batman must continue! A new era begins as a new
Batman arrives in Gotham City. Bruce Wayne, battle-broken and unavailable for field duty after
an epic showdown with Bane, has appointed a new Dark Knight as his temporary surrogate.
Jean-Paul Valley (a.k.a. Azrael) has assumed the role of the Caped Crusader, but without his
mentorÕs integrity and experience, he quickly spins out of control. His undisciplined behavior
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is especially worrisome to both Robin and Commissioner Gordon. The fourth installment of the
Batman: Knightfall saga, Batman: Knightquest: The Crusade Vol. 1 collects Detective Comics
#667-670, Robin #1-2, Batman: Shadow of the Bat #19-20, Batman #501-504 and Catwoman
#6-7, plus bonus material!
The iconic anthology series returns with a brand-new slate of comics’ most exciting and
innovative storytellers to explore the Batman mythos in stark black-and-white! In this debut
issue: • James Tynion IV and Tradd Moore explore the world of Ra’s al Ghul and the League
of Assassins • J.H. Williams III returns to DC Comics for a trip through the Dark Knight’s
history • Emma Rios explores the eternal struggle of the Dark Knight • Paul Dini and Andy
Kubert pit Batman against an infestation of ninja Man-Bats in the Batcave • G. Willow Wilson
and Greg Smallwood portray Batman in his strangest standoff ever with Killer Croc With a
lineup this strong and a cover by legendary Batman artist Greg Capullo, you won’t want to
miss the start of this tremendous collection of Batman tales by some of comics’ top creators!
An original novel pitting Batman against the Court of Owls, a secret society of wealthy families
that's controlled Gotham for centuries using murder and money. Beware the Court of Owls,
that watches all the time Ruling Gotham from a shadowed perch, behind granite and lime They
watch you at your hearth, they watch you in your bed Speak not a whispered word about them,
or they'll send the Talon for your head. --a nursery rhyme The Court of Owls is a criminal
secret society that has existed in Gotham City since the 1600s, led by some of the city's
wealthiest and most influential families. They employ deadly trained assassins known as
Talons, taken as children from circuses such as the one where Dick Grayson's parents were
killed. These children are trained to become the assassins known as Talons. Bruce Wayne
came to the Court's attention when he announced plans to reinvigorate Gotham, threatening
their control. They sentenced him to death, bringing themselves to the attention of Batman.
Though they suffer defeats, the Court continues to fight to retake control of the city's
underworld - a fight that has gone on for centuries. Copyright © 2017 DC Comics. BATMAN,
THE COURT OF OWLS, and all related characters and elements © & TM DC Comics and
Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
Batman, as you've never seen him before! In 1966, writer and illustrator Jiro Kuwata became
famous for introducing the Dark Knight to a brand new audience in Japan. Almost 50 years
later, Kuwata's classic tales remain the quintessential Batmanga. In this new translated
collection, English-speaking audiences will be able to explore these legendary stories for the
first time, complete and unabridged! Collects BATMAN: THE JIRO KUWATA BATMANGA
digital chapters 39-52
The Dark Knight is breaking through the bad dreams and coming out the other side. But is he
ready for the culprit waiting through the veil of terror? And what lasting effects might this whole
ordeal have on Bruce WayneÕs psyche? With artist Yanick Paquette (WONDER WOMAN:
EARTH ONE) jumping on board to tackle the art, ÒKnightmaresÓ comes to a shocking close.
This will be the strangest issue yetÑa no-holds-barred journey through Bat-manÕs psyche via
the inner workings of Arkham Asylum, setting up the next big chapter of Tom KingÕs epic
BATMAN tale. BatmanÕs future starts now!
“A roaring getaway car of guilty pleasures” (The New York Times Book Review), Glen
Weldon’s The Caped Crusade is a fascinating, critically acclaimed chronicle of the rises and
falls of one of the world’s most iconic superheroes and the fans who love him—now with a new
afterword. Since his debut in Detective Comics #27, Batman has been many things: a twofisted detective; a planet-hopping gadabout; a campy Pop Art sensation; a pointy-eared master
spy; and a grim ninja of the urban night. Yet, despite these endless transformations, he
remains one of our most revered cultural icons. In this “smart, witty, and engrossing” (The
Wall Street Journal) cultural critique, NPR contributor and book critic Glen Weldon provides “a
sharp, deeply knowledgeable, and often funny look at the cultural history of Batman and his
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fandom” (Chicago Tribune) to discover why it is that we can’t get enough of the Dark Knight.
For nearly a century, Batman has cycled through eras of dark melodrama and light comedy
and back again. How we perceive his character, whether he’s delivering dire threats in a raspy
Christian Bale growl or trading blithely homoerotic double entendres with Robin the Boy
Wonder, speaks to who we are and how we wish to be seen by the world. It’s this endless
adaptability that has made him so lasting, and ultimately human. But it’s also Batman’s
fundamental nerdiness that uniquely resonates with his fans and makes them fiercely
protective of him. As Weldon charts the evolution of Gotham’s Guardian from Bob Kane and
Bill Finger’s hyphenated hero to Christopher Nolan’s post-9/11 Dark Knight, he reveals how
this symbol of justice has made us who we are today and why his legacy remains so strong.
The result is “possibly the most erudite and well-researched fanboy manifesto ever” (Booklist).
Well-researched, insightful, and engaging, The Caped Crusade, with a new afterword by the
author, has something for everyone: “If you’re a Bat-neophyte, this is an accessible
introduction; if you’re a dyed-in-the-Latex Bat-nerd, this is a colorfully rendered magical history
tour redolent with nostalgia” (The Washington Post).
Batman takes on a new partner, and itÕsÉthe Penguin? After rejecting BaneÕs crime-boss coop, Cobblepot finds himself in the crosshairs of some very teed-off villains. The feathered felon
turns to his old foe to snitch on BaneÕs scheme, but has to prove his intentions to avoid a Batbeatdown. Along the way, this Gotham odd couple begins to bondÑcould there be a new bird
joining the Bat-Family? Not if Bane has anything to say about itÉ

A showdown in Burnside leaves both Batman and the Gotham borough reeling.
As the community rallies together behind Harvey Dent, can Bruce find a way
forward for both Batman and the city?
Following the success of the Superman Masterpiece Edition comes another
nostalgic celebration of the equally popular Batman. Since 1939, this nocturnal
super hero has been the tragically orphaned Bruce Wayne by day, and the
moody but fearless guardian of Gotham City by night. Our classic boxed set
captures the golden age of the Caped Crusader with an exclusive action figure of
the early Batman; the first-ever facsimile reprint of the first Batman comic book;
and a lavishly illustrated, full-color hardcover book by best-selling author Les
Daniels detailing Batman's early years. This deluxe boxed set is thoroughly
collectible, and a must-have for Batman fans across the world.
A riveting work of historical detection revealing that the origin of Wonder Woman,
one of the world's most iconic superheroes, hides within it a fascinating family
story--and a crucial history of twentieth-century feminism Harvard historian and
New Yorker staff writer Jill Lepore has uncovered an astonishing trove of
documents, including the never-before-seen private papers of William Moulton
Marston, Wonder Woman's creator. Beginning in his undergraduate years at
Harvard, Marston was influenced by early suffragists and feminists, starting with
Emmeline Pankhurst, who was banned from speaking on campus in 1911, when
Marston was a freshman. In the 1920s, Marston and his wife, Sadie Elizabeth
Holloway, brought into their home Olive Byrne, the niece of Margaret Sanger,
one of the most influential feminists of the twentieth century. The Marston family
story is a tale of drama, intrigue, and irony. In the 1930s, Marston and Byrne
wrote a regular column for Family Circle celebrating conventional family life, even
as they themselves pursued lives of extraordinary nonconformity. Marston,
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internationally known as an expert on truth--he invented the lie detector
test--lived a life of secrets, only to spill them on the pages of Wonder Woman.
The Secret History of Wonder Woman is a tour de force of intellectual and
cultural history. Wonder Woman, Lepore argues, is the missing link in the history
of the struggle for women's rights--a chain of events that begins with the women's
suffrage campaigns of the early 1900s and ends with the troubled place of
feminism a century later. This edition includes a new afterword with fresh
revelations based on never before seen letters and photographs from the
Marston family's papers. With 161 illustrations and 16 pages in full color
For more than 75 years, Catwoman has forged her own path in a clear-cut world
of stalwart heroes, diabolical villains, and damsels in distress. Her relentless
independence across comic books, television, and film set her apart from the rest
of the superhero world. When female-led comics were few and far between,
Catwoman headlined her own series for over 20 years. But her unique path had
its downsides as well. Her existence on the periphery of the superhero world
made her expendable, and she was prone to lengthy absences. Her villainous
origins also made her susceptible to sexualized and degrading depictions from
her primarily male creators in ways that most conventional heroines didn't face.
For good and ill, Catwoman serves as a stark counterpart to the typical evolution
of the history of women in comics, and in popular culture generally. Her
adventures have charted an inimitably varied journey of empowerment and
exploitation. Exploring the many incarnations of this cultural icon offers a new
perspective on the superhero genre and showcases the fierce resiliency that has
made Catwoman a fan favorite for decades.
The best time to kill a superhero is before he becomes one. Scrawny seventeenyear-old Theodore Conley shocks himself and everyone else by tossing three big
bullies around like they are wads of paper and Theo is aiming for the trash can.
Now that he has superpowers, suddenly everyone expects Theo to do great
things. He doesn't want to do anything great, however. It's too much work and too
dangerous. Unless it's safe and involves Theo finally getting a girlfriend, he's not
interested. Theo gets more danger than he can handle when a supervillain
attacks. In self-defense, Theo is forced to pursue a hero's cape in superhero
school, a frightening place of grueling humiliation, intense combat training, and
deadly tests. Theo soon finds that even just a potential superhero gets an
archenemy. The problem is Theo's doesn't want to just defeat him. His
archenemy wants to kill him.
The Boy Who Loved Batman is a coming of age story of a kid from New Jersey
who used his childhood love of comics to help create the Batman franchise that
we know and love today. --from inside jacket.
In this new annual, it’s two unique stories by BATMAN mastermind Tom King!
First, King reteams with Lee Weeks, his collaborator on the Eisner-nominated
BATMAN/ELMER FUDD #1 to send the Caped Crusader into space in search of
the rare element he needs to save a life on Earth. But what terrible gauntlet of
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tyrants and monsters will he have to go through to reach his objective? Then, it’s
back down to Earth and the grimy streets of Gotham City as King and acclaimed
newcomer Jorge Fornés task the Dark Knight Detective with a dangerous case
only he can solve.
This collection of 1980s Batman tales includes the legendary story ÒA Lonely
Place of Dying,Ó in which a new Robin emerges in the form of computer hacker
Tim Drake, who rescues Batman from The Joker and Two-Face. This volume
also includes the mystery story ÒThe Many Deaths of Batman,Ó and a run of
stories in which the Dark Knight must stop crime boss Zucco. Collects Batman
#433-444 and Batman Annual #13.
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